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A N N U A L  F I G U R E S

Royal Doulton Annual figures are the hallmark of the Pretty Lady range. Time

limited to the year they represent, each figure shows the exquisite craftsmanship

and detail that Royal Doulton Figures are renowned for.



A N N U A L   F i G U R E S

Elizabeth HN 5671 

Figure of the Year 2014

Height 22cm  2903 075  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Available Now

Elizabeth, Figure of the Year 2014, is radiant in pink as 
she walks amongst the flowers in her garden, enjoying 
their delicate perfume. inspired by the warm tones 
of the traditional English Rose, Elizabeth’s blush pink 
dress is decorated with clusters of roses in deeper 
contrasting shades. The rosy theme continues to her 
broad brimmed hat, where a hand-made rose secures 
the ribbon around its crown. The border of her cross 
over style bodice is decorated with embossed rose 
buds with 22 carat gold accents, and gold highlights 
also adorn the edge of her graceful cap sleeves and the 
hem of her long swirling skirt. 

Liz HN 5677 

Gift with purchase boxed with FOY Elizabeth 2014

Height 14cm

Boxed with and complementing the Figure of the Year, 
the delightful small size figurine Liz could be Elizabeth’s 
younger sister; she shares the same subtly coloured hair 
and looks beautiful in pink.

Liz wears a long sleeveless dress, which gently flares 
from her waist to the ground emphasising her youthful 
silhouette. The pink gown features a band of roses in 
a deeper contrasting pink around the waist, which 
matches Liz’s ruby red necklace. Sweet and serene, Liz is 
all set to enjoy a midsummer celebration.



A N N U A L   F i G U R E S

Jenny HN 5676 
Petite Figure of the Year 2014

Height 18cm  2913 120  AU$129.00  NZ$159.00

Available Now

Jenny, Petite Figure of the Year 2014, is a lover of nature 
and she’s portrayed with one of the friends she’s made in 
her garden - a tiny blue tit. Jenny’s full length sun dress 
is modern in style featuring a square neckline to the 
bodice and a chic sash with decorative clasp to the waist. 
Exquisite hand-made roses adorn the coral hat band of 
Jenny’s cream sun hat. Royal Doulton artists have created 
a new coral shade, combining pink and orange for Jenny’s 
outfit, and the 22 carat gold highlights, to the hem and 
neckline of her dress, complement the warm tones of this 
lovely colour.



A N N U A L   F i G U R E S

Happy Birthday 2014 HN 5672 
2014 Happy Birthday Annual

Height 23cm  2903 077  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Available Now

The annual Happy Birthday figurines portray elegant young 
women and make perfect gifts not just for landmark birthdays 
such as 13th, 18th and 21st celebrations, but all other years too.

Happy Birthday 2014 portrays a confident young woman 
enjoying a celebratory day at the races, binoculars to the ready 
as she prepares to watch her favourite horses and jockeys 
gallop by. in an Edwardian style costume with a slender 
silhouette that flares out over petticoats, complemented by 
a distinctive belt tied with a flamboyant bow, elbow length 
gloves, delicate parasol and a large picture hat, Happy Birthday 
2014 is the epitome of style.

The delicate lilac of her beautiful gown is picked out by the 
matching piping on the brim of her hat and on the ribbon 
and bow around its crown. And her lavish three strand pearl 
necklace highlights the creamy accents of her costume.



A N N U A L   F i G U R E S

A Mother’s Joy HN 5688 
2014 Mother’s Day Annual

Height 22cm 2903 076 AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Available Now

Neil Faulkner’s design for the 2014 Figure of the Year 
recreates a happy moment of playtime, as this   young 
mother sweeps her daughter into her arms and they laugh 
together. Expressing a powerful sentiment of joy, it’s easy to 
imagine the couple enjoying the warmth of a sunny day and 
the smells and sights of nature. 

The mother wears a long skirt decorated with sprays of pink 
roses and a contrasting textured top in delicate lilac. The 
young girl is dressed in a classic dress with blue buttons 
to the front, short puff sleeves and a peter pan collar, also 
trimmed in pale blue. 

Tenderly holding each other’s attention with their blue eyes, 
and sharing blonde hair – albeit the mother’s is a shade or 
two darker than her daughter’s - the family resemblance 
between the two is striking.



P R E T T Y  L A D i E S

Since HN figures were first launched in 1913, Royal Doulton Pretty Ladies have

been some of Royal Doulton’s most sought-after collectables figurines.

Each Pretty Lady is hand-decorated and hand-detailed; truly a sight to behold

and a collectables to be cherished for years to come.



T R A D i T i O N A L  L A D i E S  P R O G R A m  2 0 1 4

Heather HN 5693 
Height 22cm  2901 330  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Available February 2014

Heather‘s vibrant deep purple gown, combines satin and sheer fabrics to create 
a fresh, Contemporary style. A fine chiffon layer, embroidered with flowers and 
foliage, delicately covers the bodice of the dress with its plunging neckline. 
Heather’s brunette hair trails over one shoulder, and a string of pearls with a 
dazzling platinum locket which gracefully adorns her neck.

Holding her full skirts in both hands and displaying her stunning platinum 
bracelet on her slender wrist, Heather is poised to enjoy the company of friends 
and family at a summer garden party. 

The name Heather is a popular English and Scottish name and is taken from 
the word for small shrubs with pale purple, pink or white flowers that grow in 
rocky areas.

Carol HN 5694 

Height 23cm  2901 329  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Available February 2014

Carol, dressed in a graceful strapless gown in a stunning new colour, orchid, 
is destined to be a Royal Doulton classic.  A single rose adds detail to the 
front of the bodice, with its sharply tailored neckline, while a rose and lace 
pashmina elegantly drapes around Carol’s back and arms.

The orchid colour is a foil to Carol’s brunette hair, which she wears in an 
elaborate retro inspired bun with a triple beaded hair band at the front of her 
head.  The pashmina is decorated with a running band of roses intertwined 
with a scrolling lacy design, and Carol’s shoes match the colour of her dress.

Carol is a name of French origin meaning melody or song. 

Anna HN 5695 
Height 22cm  2901 328  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Available February 2014

Anna wears a classically styled ball gown but details such as the cross over 
bodice, gathered back and deep sash give it a contemporary twist. in shades 
of dusky pink, the dress is full skirted and falls to the floor over a matching 
tiered petticoat.  Pearl jewellery complements Anna’s cream clutch.

The gown perfectly sets off Anna’s strawberry blonde hair, which is 
elaborately arranged in an elegant bun at the nape of her neck. A three 
strand pearl necklace and earrings with cream clutch bag, accentuate Anna’s 
fair skin tones.

Anna is a popular name around the world, and derives from the Latin forms 
of the Greek name “Awa” and the Hebrew name Hannah, and traditionally 
means full of grace.



P E T i T E  F i G U R E S

Petite figures retain all of the beauty and intricate details of full sized Pretty Ladies but are 

produced to a smaller scale. Each Petite Pretty Lady is hand-decorated and hand detailed.



P E T i T E  F i G U R E S  F i R S T  H A L F  2 0 1 4

Fiona HN 5696 
Height 18cm  2913 122  AU$129.00  NZ$159.00

Available February 2014

Fiona wears a chic gown in sugar pink - a brand new colour developed by Royal 
Doulton’s designers. With a ‘v’ shaped neckline to the bodice and tied with a 
cream sash, the dress is decorated with swathes of delicate flowers in tones of 
pink. matching pink shoes add a sweet finishing touch.

Long strawberry blonde hair frames Fiona’s pretty face, and, carefree, she holds 
up her skirts as she takes to the floor to dance the night away!

The name Fiona is thought to date from the mid-18th century, when it was first 
used by the Scottish poet James macpherson. Derived from a gaelic word, Fiona 
means white or fair.

Stephanie HN 5697 
Height 18cm  2913 123  AU$129.00  NZ$159.00

Available February 2014

Stephanie wears an elegant pale blue dress finished with a lacy floral belt.  
Dressed for a beach party, Stephanie’s gown is decorated with scattered tiny 
flowers in azure blue shades and she holds a fan. Her long brunette hair is 
gracefully adorned with a floral hair clip and band, both with platinum details.

variants of the name Stephanie are traditional in many European languages, 
but originally it comes from a Greek name and means crown.  

Janice HN 5698 
Height 18cm  2913 121  AU$129.00  NZ$159.00

Available February 2014

Janice wears an elaborate emerald green gown inspired by contemporary fashion 
with a low cut-away back. An elaborate beaded strap drapes across one shoulder 
to Janice’s bust line, and the skirts sweep elegantly to the floor. Delicate butterflies 
in contrasting shades of green provide a fresh decorative style to the gown.

matching emerald coloured jewellery set on a gold chain teamed with emerald 
earrings complement the colour of Janice’s dress and accentuate her slender 
neckline. With her brunette hair swept into an intricately curled bun, this young 
lady is poised for an evening of celebration.

The name Janice is derived from the popular female name Jane, and means 
God is gracious. 



Y O U N G  Q U E E N S

Queen Elizabeth i, Queen victoria and Queen Elizabeth ii will be forever remembered for 

their legacy to the nation.  Royal Doulton’s limited edition Young Queens collection portrays 

each of the monarchs at a moment early in their reign, and continues a century old tradition 

of figurines inspired by landmark characters from history.  



Y O U N G  Q U E E N S  2 0 1 4

Queen Elizabeth I HN 5704 
Height 23.5cm  2911 001  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Limited Edition of 2,000, Available March 2014

This elegant figure of Queen Elizabeth i, inspired by portraits by artists such as miniature 
painter Nicholas Hilliard, depicts her in a typical costume of the age. The long gown is 
made from sumptuous velvet decorated with rich embroidery and with jewels at the 
neckline, a v-shaped bodice and full length sleeves.  The frilled collar or ruff was made 
from fine linen and shaped into crisp folds with starch and heated irons. The deep saffron 
yellow of the dress was one of the most expensive colours to produce in Elizabethan 
times - the dye came from the dried stamens of the flowers of crosus satisvus.

Around her neck a choker-style gold necklace – a carcanet – reveals Elizabeth’s majestic 
status and below this a gold cross pendant hangs from a necklace decorated with 
precious gemstones such as rubies, sapphires and pearls.



Y O U N G  Q U E E N S  2 0 1 4

Queen Victoria HN 5705  
Height 22.5cm  2911 002  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Limited Edition of 2,000, Available March 2014

Queen victoria’s costume is inspired by a gown she wore on a state visit to France in 1855 
when, as the guest of Napoleon iii, she visited Paris and attended a grand ball in versailles 
held in her and her husband Prince Albert’s honour. The beautiful pale lemon dress is 
decorated with swathes of flowers around the full skirt and the design including roses, 
forget-me-nots and lilies which continues on the ribbons that trim the delicate lacy bodice. 
Neil Faulkner drew the intricate floral designs for the figurine after studying the original 
dress, which is now part of the collection of the museum of London. 

The distinctive hair style that Queen victoria made fashionable as a young woman was 
copied by many others around the world. Long curls or braids frame her face and loop 
around her ears, whilst at the back of her head her hair is swept up into an impressive 
bun, decorated with a cluster of roses to complement her dress.  A gold chain necklace 
with pendant and matching earrings, inspired by jewellery made popular by the italian 
goldsmith Fortunato Pio Castellani, who looked to the ancient classical world for creativity 
for his designs, complete this portrait of a young queen.



Y O U N G  Q U E E N S  2 0 1 4

Queen Elizabeth II HN 5706 
Height 22cm  2911 003  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Limited Edition of 2,000, Available March 2014

Queen Elizabeth ii’s costume is inspired by a gown designed by Norman Hartnell and 
called The Flowers of the Fields of France, which she wore on a state visit to Paris in 
1957. This beautiful ivory satin dress is lavishly embroidered with gold thread, gold and 
mother of pearl beads, faceted glass and pearls creating a design of miniature bees, 
grass, wheat and wild flowers.  A large bow is a dramatic and decorative feature at the 
back of the gown. Neil Faulkner has portrayed Queen Elizabeth ii wearing one of her 
favourite suites of jewellery. The vladimir Tiara was inherited from her grandmother, 
Queen mary. The Queen usually wears the tiara with emerald and diamond earrings, 
and with the Delhi Durbar necklace. This stunning emerald and diamond encrusted 
jewel has two asymmetrical pendants - a pear shaped emerald and a diamond from the 
famous Cullinan diamond.



i N T E R N A T i O N A L  B U L L D O G S

Royal Doulton’s humorous series based on the iconic British breed, the Bulldog, and inspired 

by animal sculptures originally launched in 1941, takes on an international dimension with 

three new characters Sam, mate and Rocky.



B U L L D O G S  P H A S E  2  2 0 1 4

Sam DD 004 
Height 10cm  2970 006  AU$79.95  NZ$99.95

Available Now

Sam is resplendent in the stars and stripes of the USA flag. The 
flag with 50 stars, representing the states of the Union, and 13 
stripes standing for the original colonies, dates from 1959. The 
name Sam was chosen for this characterful model, after the 
popular expression ‘Uncle Sam’, which personifies the American 
government. it was first recorded in 1812 when rations supplied 
to soldiers were stamped EA-US; EA referred to Elbert Anderson 
who had been contracted by meat packer Samuel Wilson. A witty 
suggestion that US meant Uncle Sam, (i.e. Samuel Wilson) then 
passed into popular use as a nickname for the actual meaning - 
the United States. 

Mate DD 003 

Height 10cm  2970 004  AU$79.95  NZ$99.95

Available Now

mate is resplendent in the Australian flag. The flag itself dates from 
1901 when the Commonwealth of Australia was formed. The large 
star below the Union Jack has seven points for the six states and 
territories of Australia, whilst the stars to the right are symbolic 
of the constellation, the Southern Cross, which can be seen in the 
night sky over the continent.  The name selected for this Bulldog 
is a testament to the famous Australian friendly spirit and the 
popularity of the word ‘mate’.

Rocky DD 005 

Height 10cm  2970 005  AU$79.95  NZ$99.95

Available Now

Rocky is resplendent in the maple leaf and red stripes of the 
Canadian flag. The flag has been flown since February 15 1965 
and was designed by George Stanley and John matheson. Rocky 
was chosen as the name of this sculpture to mark the landmark 
Rocky mountains that run for more than 3,000 miles from British 
Columbia in Canada to New mexico.



R O Y A L  C O m m E m O R A T i v E S

HRH Mary, Crown Princess  
of Denmark HN  5690 
Height 22.5cm  2904 001  AU$199.00  NZ$249.00

Limited Edition of 1,000, Available Now

A beautiful figurine of HRH mary, Crown Princess of Denmark commemorates the 10th anniversary 
of the marriage of Australian mary Donaldson to HRH Frederik, the Crown Prince of Denmark. 
Their fairy tale romance began after meeting at the Slip inn pub in Sydney, during the 2000 
summer Olympics and their wedding on 14 may 2004 captured the hearts of Australians and 
Europeans alike.

issued in a limited edition of 1000 the figurine shows mary in her wedding gown, which was 
designed by Uffe Frank and made from ivory duchess satin. many distinctive features from the 
gown such as the scoop neckline, sleeves inspired by the elegant shape of calla lilies, the panels 
of satin over a skirt made from lace and a long lacy veil have been recreated by Royal Doulton’s 
designers.  The lace incorporated in the gown was an heirloom passed down in the Danish royal 
family from the time of Frederik’s great grandmother. 

Other details included in this figurine include mary’s wedding tiara - a gift from Frederik’s parents, 
a diamond and pearl earrings by jewellery designer marianne Dulong and a bouquet of roses 
accompanied by sprays of eucalyptus to honour mary’s Australian home.



R O Y A L  C O m m E m O R A T i v E S

Royal Baby Figure HN 5716  
Height 22cm  2950 020  AU$299.00  NZ$365.00

Limited Edition of 4,000, Available May 2014

A royal commemorative figure has been designed to celebrate the birth of His Royal 
Highness Prince George Alexander Louis of Cambridge. modelled by Neil Welch, the 
22cm figure depicts the first appearance of William, Catherine and the new prince 
outside on the steps of St. mary’s Hospital, Paddington, London, where the prince 
was born on July 22nd 2013. 

The figure captures all the details of the moment, from the joyful expressions on the 
parent’s faces and the fine pinstripe on the Duke’s shirt to the white spots on the 
Duchess’s sky blue dress and the intense brilliance of the sapphire of her famous 
engagement ring.



B U N N Y K i N S  C O L L E C T A B L E S

Created by Barbara vernon, the Royal Doulton Bunnykins collection reflects aspects of everyday 

childhood life. For Eight decades, Bunnykins has entertained the young at heart the world over. 



B U N N Y K i N S  A N N U A L  P R O G R A m

Cuthbert Bailey and Barbara 
Vernon Adult Mug 
80th Anniversary Mug

2601 190  AU$39.95  NZ$49.95

Available Now

A brand new mug, inspired by early Barbara vernon 
artwork, has been created to commemorate the 80th 
anniversary of this iconic nurseryware. Designer Neil 
Faulkner, has adapted two designs – one showing 
Father Bunnykins and his son in the garden, and the 
second depicting Barbara creating a daisy chain - for 
the front and reverse of the new mug. The running 
bunnies border, a familiar and much loved feature of 
nurseryware since the late 1930’s, encircles the inside 
of the mug.

The adult sized mug is a fresh shape for the Bunnykins 
collection and is made from ivory bone china. The mugs 
are gift boxed in new packaging that includes the 80th 
anniversary logo. 

To celebrate the 80th anniversary of Bunnykins, Royal Doulton will be releasing 

the Anniversary Tableau ‘Cuthbert in the Garden’ and Figure of the Year ‘Barbara 

makes a Daisy Chain’ in dedication to the founders of the Bunnykins brand, Cuthbert 

Bailey and Barbara vernon. Cuthbert was head of the Royal Doulton factory and his 

daughter Barbara drew the original Bunnykins illustrations. in addition, an adult size 

mug will also be released, featuring the illustration artwork.

mug Back80th Anniversary Packaging



B U N N Y K i N S  A N N U A L  P R O G R A m

Cuthbert in the Garden DB 511 
Bunnykins Annual Tableau 2014

Height 12cm  2931 079  AU$129.00  NZ$159.00

Limited Edition of 500, Available Now

issued in a limited edition of 500, Cuthbert in the Garden is 
an amusing portrait of father and son working hard in the 
garden. inspired by an original drawing from Barbara vernon 
depicting her father and brother in her childhood garden, 
father Bunnykins is strenuously pulling a wheelbarrow whilst 
his young son sits in the back pouring water over the ground! 
many details of the charismatic drawing are included in 
the new figurine including the grassy bank, the colourful 
daisies, the puddle of water splashing from the can and the 
caterpillar merrily scurrying by. What’s more, the gardening 
tools - rake, spade and fork - are all individually made and 
feature ceramic tips.

Barbara Makes a Daisy Chain DB 510 
Bunnykins of the Year 2014

Height 8.5cm  2930 142  AU$69.95  NZ$84.95

Available Now

Barbara makes a Daisy Chain portrays Barbara vernon as a child happily 
occupied in the most innocent of summer time pastimes – making a 
daisy chain. The new figurine faithfully copies the charming details of an 
original Barbara vernon illustration with daisies trailing across her lap and 
around her head, with a butterfly fluttering graciously around her skirts. 



S U m m A R Y

AUST ITEM 
CODE

PATTERN ITEM DESCRIPTION
AVAIL DATE 
(APPROX)

AU NZ

2014 ANNUALS

2903 075 RD ANNUAL FIGURES
2014 FIGURE OF THE YEAR ELIZABETH +  
GIFT WITH PURCHASE LIZ

NOW $249.00 $299.00

2903 076 RD ANNUAL FIGURES 2014 MOTHER’S DAY FOY A MOTHER’S JOY NOW $249.00 $299.00

2903 077 RD ANNUAL FIGURES 2014 HAPPY BIRTHDAY NOW $249.00 $299.00

PRETTY LADIES

2901 328 RD PRETTY LADIES ANNA FEB 2014 $249.00 $299.00

2901 329 RD PRETTY LADIES CAROL FEB 2014 $249.00 $299.00

2901 330 RD PRETTY LADIES HEATHER FEB 2014 $249.00 $299.00

PETITE LADIES

2913 120 RD PETITE LADIES 2014 ANNUAL PETITE JENNY NOW $129.00 $159.00

2913 121 RD PETITE LADIES JANICE FEB 2014 $129.00 $159.00

2913 122 RD PETITE LADIES FIONA FEB 2014 $129.00 $159.00

2913 123 RD PETITE LADIES STEPHANIE FEB 2014 $129.00 $159.00

YOUNG QUEENS

2911 001 YOUNG QUEENS QUEEN ELIZABETH I (LTD ED 2,000)
MARCH 

2014
$249.00 $299.00

2911 002 YOUNG QUEENS QUEEN VICTORIA (LTD ED 2,000)
MARCH 

2014
$249.00 $299.00

2911 003 YOUNG QUEENS QUEEN ELIZABETH II (LTD ED 2,000)
MARCH 

2014
$249.00 $299.00

INTERNATIONAL BULLDOGS

2970 004 INTERNATIONAL BULLDOGS AUSTRALIA ‘MATE’ NOW $79.95 $99.95

2970 005 INTERNATIONAL BULLDOGS CANADIAN ‘ROCKY’ NOW $79.95 $99.95

2970 006 INTERNATIONAL BULLDOGS AMERICAN ‘SAM’ NOW $79.95 $99.95

ROYAL COMMEMORATIVES

2904 001 ROYAL COMMEMORATIVES HRH MARY, CROWN PRINCESS OF DENMARK (LTD ED 1,000) NOW $199.00 $249.00

2950 020 ROYAL COMMEMORATIVES ROYAL BABY FIGURE- WILLIAM, KATE & GEORGE (LTD ED 4,000)
MAY  
2014

$299.00 $365.00

BUNNYKINS FIGURES

2601 190 80th ANNIVERSARY MUG CUTHBERT BAILEY AND BARBARA VERNON ADULT MUG NOW $39.95 $49.95

2931 079
BUNNYKINS ANNUAL 
PROGRAM

BUNNYKINS ANNUAL TABLEAU 2014 CUTHBERT IN THE GARDEN NOW $129.00 $159.00

2930 142
BUNNYKINS ANNUAL 
PROGRAM

BUNNYKINS FOY 2014 BARBARA MAKES A DAISY CHAIN NOW $69.95 $84.95
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www.facebook.com/RoyalDoultonCollectablesAustraliapage


